


W e l c o m e  t o  S y n c h r o n y
the turnkey solution to luxury yacht ownership



Imagine dipping your toes into the cool azure waters of the Mediterranean as you  

watch the Tuscan sun sink slowly over the horizon.  Imagine owning your own yacht,  

yet having access to an entire fleet of premium luxury yachts.  Imagine the freedom  

of being able to set your own agenda and explore new ports of call around the world 

with friends and family.

Now imagine all of this without the responsibility and at a fraction of the cost.  

The only worry you have is where to go next.



The smart way to own a luxury yacht

The Synchrony program is based on syndicated, or shared ownership of a luxury yacht.  Similar to the successful  

programs embraced in the high end real estate and aviation industries, Synchrony has taken the best practices 

and applied them to the world of luxury yachts.

As an owner with Synchrony, you will acquire a quarter interest in a specific luxury yacht and have access to the  

entire Synchrony fleet of yachts – fully crewed and maintained.  You will enjoy all of the rights and access associated  

with a privately owned vessel, including the freedom to use the yacht by yourself or with friends,  

for business entertaining, or even to charter out to others.

Synchrony oversees fleet management, maintenance, yacht repositioning, scheduling, logistics, 

crew recruitment, training and ongoing management – so you can enjoy the true benefits of yacht 

ownership at the highest level.  We also organize your cruising schedule, itineraries, trip logistics,  

as well as provide concierge services.

Most importantly, each of our yachts is limited to four owners per yacht – the most favorable owner-to-yacht ratio  

in the industry.  This entitles you to more days on your yacht, whether they are advanced bookings for important  

vacations and events or flexible bookings for more spontaneous access.
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Redefining the world of yacht ownership

Synchrony ownership is a compelling alternative to both full ownership and yacht chartering. 

Research shows that most yacht owners use their yachts between five and six weeks per year.  And on average,  

a fully-equipped 130-foot yacht costs $1.4 million per year to maintain (excluding trip expenses and provisions).  

By contrast, Synchrony owners enjoy similar usage yet realize significantly lower capital outlay with just a fraction  

of the depreciation, maintenance and operating costs of full ownership.

Synchrony also represents a great alternative to yacht charter programs when you consider that  

the weekly charter cost of a comparable new, custom-built yacht is approximately 40% more than 

the weekly ownership expenses of a Synchrony yacht*.  And with elevated demand in the luxury 

charter market, it is increasingly difficult to access the yacht you want, where and when you  

want it, and to ensure a flawless cruising experience.

In contrast, Synchrony owners can enjoy year-round access and usage, with a combination of advanced 

and short term booking options – all backed up by unparalleled and consistent five-star-quality service.

At Synchrony we pride ourselves on representing your interests as an owner, we take care to ensure full transparency  

in operations and accounting, and above all – we remain uncompromising in our quest for superior service.

*Based on fully loaded costs including depreciation, cost of capital and maintenance expenses.
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The Luxury Experience Made Easy

Yacht Acquisition and Management 

Synchrony manages every element of the acquisition and management process with exacting standards, evaluating  

each yacht we introduce to the fleet against our rigorous set of criteria.  We pride ourselves on working with the world’s 

best designers and shipyards to ensure the Synchrony fleet is only of the highest quality.

We have structured a precise operating model to enable shared usage in our key cruising destinations.  We focus on 

seamless operations, safety and reduced maintenance costs by managing the day-to-day expenditures, 

disbursements, registration, flagging, classification, insurance, logistics, purchasing and scheduling.

These things take the joy out of yacht ownership – that’s why we do it all for you.

Crew, Hospitality and Concierge 

Synchrony recruits, trains and manages your crew, selecting only the best of the best.  Great service 

is about unrelenting attention to detail so precisely executed – that is goes almost unnoticed.  Our 

dedicated team of concierge and lifestyle specialists bring the highest standard of hospitality and concierge 

culture to the luxury yacht experience.  And when in port, we provide services including management of bookings, travel 

services, private aviation, third party charters, limousines, resort hotels and more.

We deliver extraordinary service and unprecedented attention to every detail.  The culinary experience is key to any trip 

and our chefs have developed a variety of gastronomic delights to make your voyage memorable.  From your favorite 

foods and wines, to movies, entertainment and activities, we know your preferences and ensure each trip is seamlessly  

tailored to your specific needs.  Every trip is a unique memory and event – and we will be there whenever you need us.
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The Synchrony Fleet

At Synchrony, we realize that it’s not just about the yacht; it’s about your entire experience.  

Our luxury yachts are designed to perfectly integrate all the needs of syndicated ownership.

Each unique state-of-the-art vessel features luxurious accommodations, and generous areas  

ideal for entertaining and relaxing.  Every Synchrony yacht is fully equipped with a range of  

water toys and tenders – so you and your guests can truly enjoy your time on the seas from 

every vantage point.  Whether it be entertaining, playing, laying in the sun, or just finding  

a quiet moment to yourself, the Synchrony fleet provides the optimum yachting experience.

The Synchrony Vision

Synchrony was established by a group of individuals with extensive experience in both  

yacht chartering and yacht ownership.  After reviewing the pros and cons of full ownership  

versus charter, we came to the realization that there must be a better way.  So, we created it.

A solution that comprises the best of both worlds – that was the genesis of Synchrony.   

Our goal at Synchrony is to provide all the benefits of full ownership, but with significantly 

lower capital outlay and operating costs.  And, most importantly, always underscored by  

consistently high standards of professional service.



T h e  S y n c h r o n y  F l e e t
Perfectly integrating all the needs of syndicated ownership



Synchrony  
Management, llc
401 East Las Olas Boulevard 

Suite 1400 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 

T:  954.462.3223 

F:  954.462.3224 

E:  info@synchronyyachts.com 

www.synchronyyachts.com OC
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